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Does your home offer any of the perks some
buyers will pay more for? 
 
To understand how much your home is worth,
you have to know what affects its value.  
 
There are thousands of data points correlate
with home values and sale prices — some of
which are obvious (like the condition of the
home) and some that aren’t. 
 
Here are several surprising things that can affect
either the existing value of your home or the
price someone is willing to pay for it, all based
on data. 
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1. Proximity to a Starbucks

How far do you have to drive to get a Frappuccino?  
If the answer is “not that far,” you’re in luck.

A 2015 Zillow report found that, between 1997 and
2014, homes within a quarter-mile of a Starbucks
increased in value by 96 percent, on average.
(Compared to 65 percent for all U.S. homes.)   
 
The data showed that homes near Dunkin’ Donuts
locations appreciated 80 percent, on average, during
the same 17-year period — not quite as high as homes
near a Starbucks, but still significantly above the 65
percent increase in value for all U.S. homes. 



2. Blue kitchens and
blue bathrooms

Beyond America’s obsession with curb appeal,
what’s inside your house counts a lot too —
especially the colors you paint the rooms
(particularly the kitchen). 
 
According to Zillow’s 2017 Paint Color Analysis,
which examined more than 32,000 photos from sold
homes around the country, homes with blue
kitchens sold for more, compared to similar homes
with white kitchens. 



3. Trendy features

Joanna Gaines’ aesthetic is permeating more than just
your YouTube search history. Real estate listings
mentioning the shiplap queen’s favorite features — like
barn doors and farmhouse sinks — sell faster and for a
premium, according to a 2016 Zillow analysis of
descriptions of more than 2 million homes sold
nationwide. 
 

Questions? 
Contact me for more details. 
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